
Safety & Security 
Secured Transparent Solutions 

When your Safety is not just a Feeling

Phoenicia Defense provides consulting, manufacturing and installation for architectural 
secured transparent system built to resist ballistic, blast, forced entry and soon will 
include wind and impact threats.
 
With the ability to take project from concept through finished product Phoenicia 
Defense adds expertise and value every step of the way and will work with you to 
find a solution for your most challenging projects, considering that protection does 
not have to compromise efficiency, natural light or design.

The Comprehensive Security Solutions:

Phoenicia Defense assures its customers a range of solutions that are as comprehensive 
as they are effective.
 
Once the required threat level is determined, we provide a product that fully meets 
all criteria and requirements, from initial planning stages up to the final installation 
and use.       
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Available Configuration Options 

All Glass SentryGlass. Polycarbonate 
combinations 

Thickness +++ +++ +

Weight +++ +++ +

Lifetime Warrenty + +++ +++

Maintenance + +++ +++

Weathering Durability + +++ +++

Processing + +++ +++

Clarity (with UltraClear™) ++ +++ +

Additional Design Options ++ +++ ++

Phoenicia Defense SentryGlas lamination is available for all security applications.
SentryGlas’s lamination allow us to meet all of your architectural and design requirements 
while maintaining its original clarity and color for years, even in severe environmental 
conditions.
SentryGlas security solutions by Phoenicia are easily fabricated and can be processed 
to fit almost any architectural design.
Tints and prints will come to life with glass clad SenturyGlas turning a previously 
complicated security task into a simple one.

Disclaimer: The information contained in this publication is a general description of the product and Phoenicia hereby disclaims all liability arising 
from any inaccuracy in or omissions from this publication and all the consequences of relying on it. It is the responsibility of the users of this 
information to ensure that the intended application of the secured glass is appropriate and complies with all relevant laws, regulations, standards, 
codes of practices and other requirements. It is recommended to consult the Processing Guidelines provided by Phoenicia for specific instructions 
on how to handle, store, threat, process, use and install products successfully. The Processing Guidelines can be obtained directly from Phoenicia.
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